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ABSTRACT
Plant small secreted proteins (SSPs) are sequences of 50 – 250 amino acids in
size which are transported out of cells to fulfill multiple functions related to plant
growth and development and response to various stresses. With the
development of more accurate and affordable genome sequencing technology,
an increasing number of SSPs have been predicted using diverse computational
tools based on machine learning. Although experimentally validated plant SSPs
are still limited, some studies have reported that plant SSPs can be induced and
involved in mutualistic relationships between plants and microbes. In Chapter I,
known SSPs and their functions in various plant species are reviewed.
Additionally, current computational tools and experimental methods that have
been widely applied to identify plant SSPs are summarized. A new, robust, and
integrated pipeline to discover plant SSPs is proposed. Furthermore, strategies
for elucidating the biological functions of SSPs in plants are discussed in Chapter
I. Chapter II presents predicted SSPs from 60 plant species and elucidates the
evolutionary convergence of changes in SSP sequences. Furthermore, the
expression of SSPs induced by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) which
correspond to the convergent ability for different plants to form mutualistic
association with AMF are explored. Overall, this study provides insightful ideas to
understand functions of plant SSPs that occur during symbiosis between plants
and fungi.
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INTRODUCTION
Plants face many microbes and insects throughout a life cycle. As the most important
organ of plants, roots encounter diverse microorganisms within the rhizosphere
including mycorrhizal fungi which form mycorrhiza. The term ‘mycorrhiza’ means
‘fungus root’, which is a symbiotic relationship between fungi and plant roots (Smith and
Read 2010). This symbiosis is common in terrestrial ecosystems and nearly 95% of
plant species form mycorrhizae characteristically which may have occurred primarily
due to land colonization by plants (Read and Perez‐Moreno 2003; Smith and Read
2010). In mycorrhizal association, the fungi colonize the host plants’ root tissues, either
intracellularly as in arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) or extracellularly as in
ectomycorrhizal fungi (ECMF) (Johnson et al. 1997). Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis
(AMS) is the most ancient and broad type across mycorrhizal class of fungi.
Ectomycorrhizal symbiosis is typically a beneficial interaction found in backwoods trees
with ECMF (Bonfante and Genre 2010). Mycorrhizae impact the survival and wellness
of plants and improves the plant microbial community structure. Additionally,
mycorrhizae plays vital roles in plant water and nutrition uptake, such as phosphorus,
from the soil to plants. In turn, plants make organic molecules such as sugars via
photosynthesis and released to fungi via root exudates (Bolan 1991; Bonfante and
Genre 2010). Furthermore, mycorrhizal fungi assist plants in developing resistance
against the soil parasites, drought stress, and high concentrations of heavy metal.
(Lehto 1992; Bellion et al. 2006).
Recently, studies on the mechanisms of mycorrhizae has gained much attention and
improved our understanding of this association substantially (Shinano et al. 2011). For
instance, Plett et al. (2014) unraveled how the effector protein MiSSP7 encoded by
Laccaria bicolor initiates symbiosis with the host plant. MiSSP7 could affect the
expression of jasmonic acid (JA) responsive genes by interacting with the host protein
PtJAZ6, a negative regulator of JA-induced gene regulation in Populus trichocarpa. The
association between MiSSP7 and PtJAZ6 protects PtJAZ6 from the JA-induced
degradation. Furthermore, MiSSP7 blocks or mitigates the impact of JA on L. bicolor
colonization of host roots. Vayssières et al. (2015) has shown that the P. trichocarpa - L.
bicolor mutualistic association resulted in significant modifications in root architecture.
Many short and swollen lateral roots formed and were sheathed by a fungal mantle,
which affected the metabolism, signaling, and response to auxin in P. trichocarpa roots.
The global analysis of auxin response gene expression and the regulation of auxin
signaling F-BOX protein and auxin response factor expression in ECM roots indicates
that symbiosis-dependent auxin signaling in root is activated during the colonization by
L. bicolor.
In addition, various proteins secreted by plants can make a difference on carbon and
nitrogen flow between soil and root interface, regulating both beneficial and harmful soil
microbes (Jones et al. 2009; De-la-Pena et al. 2012). Proteins including peptidases,
hydrolases and defensins have been revealed to affect plant-microbe mutualistic
1

interactions (De-la-Peña and M Loyola-Vargas 2012; Sagaram et al. 2013). Specifically,
one typical category of proteins with 50 – 250 amino acids in size that can be
transported out of cells is called small secreted proteins (SSPs). SSPs have been found
to play important roles in various processes, including plant growth and development,
plant response to abiotic and biotic stresses, and even beneficial plant–microbe
interactions (Hu et al. 2021). For example, SSPs produced by legumes can enter the
cytosol of nitrogen-fixing bacteria during nodule formation to govern the outcome of
these mutualistic interactions (Wang et al. 2010a; Farkas et al. 2014). Cell-free
recombinant peptide can enter the hyphae of L. bicolor and affect the growth of the
fungus by a feeding experiment for several days (Plett et al. 2017). Whether a similar
effect exists during the natural interaction between the host plant and fungus is still
unknown.
To accurately identify plant SSPs and further understand their important functions,
known SSPs and their functions including the maintenance of plant growth and
development, response to abiotic and biotic stresses, and mediating mutualistic
relationship between plants and microbes is summarized in Chapter I. Then, an update
on the computational and experimental approaches that can be used to discover new
SSPs is described. Finally, strategies for elucidating the biological functions of SSPs in
plants is discussed. In Chapter II, SSPs are predicted from 60 diverse species to
provide insight into the evolution of plant SSPs and identify plant SSPs that are highly
related to symbiosis between plants and AMF. Here, whether the changes in sequence
and gene expression of SSPs contribute to the evolutionary convergency of the ability to
form symbiosis between plants and AMF is investigated. The observation from this
study reveals such convergency shared among different plant lineages and several
candidate SSPs which are highly related to AMS are identified.
Collectively, this work improves our knowledge of identification and functional validation
of plant SSPs, especially the critical roles they play in symbiosis. Although SSP
candidates were predicted, the pathways in which they are involved remain unclear.
Overall, this study has laid a solid foundation for future research to understand functions
of SSPs in symbiosis.
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CHAPTER I
ADVANCES AND PERSPECTIVES IN DISCOVERY AND FUNCTIONAL
ANALYSIS OF SMALL SECRETED PROTEINS IN PLANTS
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This chapter contains one published manuscript
Hu, Xiao-Li, et al. "Advances and perspectives in discovery and functional analysis of
small secreted proteins in plants." Horticulture Research 8.1 (2021): 1-14.
My contribution included: 1) writing introduction and conclusion, 2) writing main text of
section 3 and 4, 3) creating figure 1, 4 and 5. Haiwei Lu was assisting with writing main
text of section 2 and 5, she also created figure 2, 3 and 6.

Abstract
Small secreted proteins (SSPs) are less than 250 amino acids in length and are actively
transported out of cells through conventional protein secretion pathways or
unconventional protein secretion pathways. In plants, SSPs have been found to play
important roles in various processes, including plant growth and development, plant
response to abiotic and biotic stresses, and beneficial plant-microbe interactions. Over
the past 10 years, substantial progress has been made in the identification and
functional characterization of SSPs in several plant species relevant to agriculture,
bioenergy, and horticulture. Yet, there are potentially a lot of SSPs that have not been
discovered in plant genomes, which is largely due to limitations of existing
computational algorithms. Recent advances in genomics, transcriptomics, and
proteomics research, as well as the development of new computational algorithms
based on machine learning, provide unprecedented capabilities for genome-wide
discovery of novel SSPs in plants. In this review, we summarize known SSPs and their
functions in various plant species. Then we provide an update on the computational and
experimental approaches that can be used to discover new SSPs. Finally, we discuss
strategies for elucidating the biological functions of SSPs in plants.

Introduction
Plant small secreted proteins (SSPs) are less than 250 amino acids (aa) in length and
can be actively transported out of plant cells (Lease and Walker 2006; Plett et al. 2017).
In plants, SSPs have been shown to play important roles in various biological processes
such as growth, development, reproduction, resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses,
and beneficial plant-microbe interactions (Chae and Lord 2011; Pan et al. 2012;
Boschiero et al. 2020). In general, 30,000 – 40,000 protein-encoding genes have been
reported in individual plant genomes (Sterck et al. 2007). Yet hundreds to thousands of
SSPs are potentially overlooked in a single plant genome (Boschiero et al. 2019) for two
reasons: 1) the SSP space is occupied by many proteins with a length of less than 100
aa (Nguyen et al. 2017; Plett et al. 2017), and 2) 50% of the discovered secreted
proteins in plants do not have a known signal peptide (Krause et al. 2013), both of
which create difficulties in SSP annotation using traditional computational approaches
(Yang et al. 2011; Tavormina et al. 2015; Hellens et al. 2016).
4

In recent years, the increasing volume of genomics data and the continuously evolving
machine learning algorithms have boosted the effectiveness of computationally
predicting SSPs. Meanwhile, advances in functional genomics research have
accelerated the experimental validation of predicted SSPs and the elucidation of their
functional roles. As a result, SSP-focused research has become an emerging area with
great potential for growth, as reflected by the rapidly increasing number of publications
on SSPs in various organisms including animals, microbes, and plants. Here with a
focus on plant SSPs, we first summarize the current understanding of SSP biosynthesis
and secretion. We then discuss the structures and functions of representative SSPs that
are well characterized in various plant species, including model species, food crops,
bioenergy feedstocks, and horticultural plants. We also highlight computational tools,
experimental approaches, and their combinations used to identify novel SSPs. Finally,
we discuss the strategies that have been or can be used to explore the functions of
SSPs.

Biosynthesis and secretion of SSPs in plants
Biosynthesis of SSPs in plants
In plants, SSPs have been found to be produced via multiple alternative pathways, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The majority of the characterized SSPs to date are proteolytic
cleavage products synthesized via the removal of an N-terminal signal sequence (NSS;
also known as N-terminal signal peptide) and/or a pro-domain from larger protein
precursors, which can be either nonfunctional or functional (Tavormina et al. 2015;
Chen et al. 2020). SSPs derived from nonfunctional precursors can be further classified
into three subcategories based on features of their mature forms. SSPs belonging to the
first subcategory typically consist of less than 20 aa in their mature forms which have
few or no cysteine (Cys) residues and contain one to several types of post-translational
modifications (PTM), such as tyrosine (Tyr) sulfation, proline (Pro) hydroxylation or Pro
glycosylation. Therefore, these SSPs are named PTM SSPs. Several well-studied PTM
SSPs in Arabidopsis thaliana are involved in plant growth and development, including
CLAVATA 3 (CLV3), C-TERMINALLY ENCODED PEPTIDE 1 (CEP1), PLANT
PEPTIDE CONTAINING SULFATED TYROSINE 1 (PSY1), and ROOT MERISTEM
GROWTH FACTOR 1 (RGF1) (Murphy et al. 2012; Tabata and Sawa 2014; Tavormina
et al. 2015). The second subcategory features SSPs with mature peptides that contain
an even number (often ranging from 2 to 16) of Cys residues. These Cys residues are
essential for forming the disulfide bonds in the active mature SSPs. Most of the known
Cys-rich SSPs are involved in plant-microbe interactions, such as PLANT DEFENSINs
(PDFs), nonspecific LIPID TRANSFER PROTEINS (nsLTPs), and KNOTTINs.
Meanwhile, several Cys-rich SSPs have been found to regulate plant development,
such as S-LOCUS CYSTEINE-RICH PROTEIN/S-LOCUS PROTEIN11 (SCR/SP11)
5
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and LUREs (Tabata and Sawa 2014; Tavormina et al. 2015). The third subcategory
contains non-Cys-rich/non-PTM SSPs, which often lack the NSS in their precursor
forms and contain Cys, Pro, Tyr, glycine (Gly), lysine (Lys), or other amino acids with
dominant roles in conferring the activity of the mature SSPs. SSPs within this
subcategory have been primarily found to participate in plant defense responses, with
SYSTEMINS (SYS), GRIM REAPER PEPTIDE (GRIp) and PLANT ELICITOR
PEPTIDES (PEPs) being the representative examples (Tavormina et al. 2015). In the
past decade, a growing number of plant SSPs has been found derived from functional
protein precursors, such as INCEPTINs from A. thaliana, Zea mays, Oryza sativa, and
Vigna unguiculata, the Glycine max SUBTILASE PEPTIDE (Gm-SUBPEP) and the
Solanum lycopersicum CYSTEINE-RICH SECRETORY PROTEINS, ANTIGEN5, and
PATHOGENESIS-RELATED 1 PROTEINS derived peptide 1 (CAPE1) (Tavormina et
al. 2015).
In addition to being processed from larger protein precursors, plant SSPs can be
directly encoded by small open reading frames (sORFs), which can sometimes locate
upstream of the main ORFs (therefore called “uORFs”) or within presumed non-coding
RNAs (e.g., long non-coding RNAs) or within primary transcripts of miRNAs. These
SSPs are denoted as “short peptides encoded by sORFs”, “sPEPs”, or “nonprecursorderived peptides” (Andrews and Rothnagel 2014; Tavormina et al. 2015; Hsu and
Benfey 2018). Some known examples of such SSPs include the uORF2-encoded
sucrose control peptide (SC-PEPTIDE) that is required for sufficient sucrose-induced
repression of translation in A. thaliana (Rahmani et al. 2009), the miPEP171b that
regulates root development in Medicago truncatula (Lauressergues et al. 2015) and
ENOD40s that are involved in sucrose use in nitrogen-fixing nodules in G. max (Röhrig
et al. 2002).
Plant SSPs can be directly translated from small open reading frames (sORFs) or
derived from protein precursors, which can be either nonfunctional or functional. SSPs
derived from protein precursors often contain an N-terminal signal sequence (NSS),
which is removed during peptide maturation. SSPs synthesized from nonfunctional
precursors can be further divided into three categories: post-translationally modified
(PTM) SSPs, Cys-rich SSPs, and non-Cys-rich/non-PTM SSPs. uORF: sORFs located
upstream of the main ORFs. Adapted from (Tavormina et al. 2015).
Mechanisms of SSP secretion in plants
Our knowledge of plant SSP secretion largely overlaps with our understanding of
protein trafficking and secretion, which follows several different mechanisms (Ding et al.
2014; Goring and Di Sansebastiano 2018; Wang et al. 2018b). The majority of plant
SSPs with an NSS are secreted via the conventional protein secretion (CPS) pathway
(Fig. 1.2) conserved among eukaryotes. Guided by their NSS, SSPs are first
transported to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where the NSS is removed. These SSPs
7

are then exported to the cis side of the Golgi apparatus (Golgi) and further sorted
through the Golgi or the trans-Golgi network (TGN). Modifications, such as
glycosylation, that are required for SSPs maturation occur when SSPs travel through
the Golgi. Finally, the mature SSPs are delivered to the apoplast via secretory vesicles
or granules (Goring and Di Sansebastiano 2018; Hsu and Benfey 2018; Wang et al.
2018b; Zhang et al. 2019a).
However, some NSS-containing SSPs bypass the CPS pathway and follow
unconventional protein secretion (UPS) routes (Fig. 1.2) (Goring and Di Sansebastiano
2018; Wang et al. 2018b) traveling to the extracellular space, usually upon pathogen
attack or the exposure to other biotic or abiotic stress conditions (Krause et al. 2013;
Zhang et al. 2019a). The simplest UPS route directly transports these proteins from the
ER to the plasma membrane (PM). Alternative UPS routes utilize vesicular carriers,
including the secretory multivesicular body (MVB) and vacuole, that can fuse with the
PM to release their contents into the apoplast/extracellular space (Goring and Di
Sansebastiano 2018).
In addition, secreted proteins without an NSS (also known as cytosolic leaderless
proteins, LSPs), which represent a large proportion of the plant secretome (Ding et al.
2014), cannot be processed by the CPS. These proteins have been proposed to be
secreted through the excyst-positive organelle (EXPO) – a double-membrane organelle
whose formation is Golgi- and TGN-independent and can fuse with the PM to secrete
LSPs (Fig. 1.2) (Krause et al. 2013; Ding et al. 2014).

Known SSPs and their biological roles in plants
Known SSPs
Because the genome of model herbaceous plant A. thaliana is considered to be better
annotated and characterized than other plant species, we focus on known SSP families
found in A. thaliana. Also, we discuss SSPs that have been identified from several
important plant species, including Z. mays, O. sativa, S. lycopersicum, M. truncatula
and P. trichocarpa. A large number of SSPs have been computationally predicted in
plants, as demonstrated in public databases including OrysPSSP (Pan et al. 2012),
PlantSSP (Ghorbani et al. 2015), and MtSSPdb (Boschiero et al. 2020). For instance,
according to the database PlantSSP (Ghorbani et al. 2015), there are 2,451, 5,373, and
3,216 predicted SSPs, which are less than 200 aa in length with NSS, in A. thaliana, O.
sativa and P. trichocarpa, respectively. These predicted SSPs account for 6.9%, 8.0%,
and 7.1% of all the annotated proteins (including splice variants) in the A. thaliana
(version TAIR10), O. sativa (version MSU6.1), and P. trichocarpa (JGI v2) genome,
respectively. More recently, with the reannotation of the M. truncatula genome, 4,439
genes (6.3% of all the annotated genes) were predicted to encode SSPs that are less
8

Figure 1.2 Various secretion mechanisms of small secreted proteins (SSPs) in
plants.
Most N-terminal signal sequence (NSS)-containing SSPs are secreted via the
conventional protein secretion (CPS) pathway which starts at the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER). Then the SSPs rout through the Golgi apparatus (Golgi) (1) and sometimes transGolgi network (TGN) (2) before being delivered to apoplast. Meanwhile, some NSScontaining SSPs are secreted via various unconventional protein secretion (UPS)
routes, including direct transportation from ER to apoplast (3), and the employment of
secretory multivesicular body (MVB) (4) and vacuole (5). Cytosolic leaderless proteins
(LSPs) are secreted through the excyst-positive organelle (EXPO) (6). Adapted from
(Goring and Di Sansebastiano 2018).
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than 230 aa with NSS but not transmembrane regions (Boschiero et al. 2020). Although
interest in decoding genomes for potential SSPs has been growing substantially in
recent years, only a limited number of SSPs have been experimentally characterized,
which are distributed among approx. 50 gene families (Chen et al. 2020), with their
representative members listed in Table A1.
Structure of known SSPs in plants
Protein function is dependent on a well-defined and folded three-dimensional (3D)
structure and intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), which are not likely to form a
defined 3D structure (van der Lee et al. 2014). Some of the known SSPs in plants have
well-defined 3D structure, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.3. For instance, hydroxyprolinebound tri-arabinoside induced conformation was found when post-translationally
modified protein CLV3 became biologically active (Shinohara and Matsubayashi 2013).
The β-turn-like conformation, for example, which is a feature of CEP1, is associated
with biological activity (Bobay et al. 2013). On the other hand, enzymatic maturation
processes produce bioactive Cys-rich SSPs with correct oxidative folding under
oxidative conditions by forming diverse disulfide patterns as well as loop regions, which
are supposed to be crucial for protein-protein interactions (Moroder et al. 2005; Tabata
and Sawa 2014). SCR/SP11 contains an α/β sandwich motif connected by L1 loop that
serve as binding site for specific receptors (Mishima et al. 2003). LTP has four αhelices, three loops and four disulfide bridges with eight conserved cysteines (Chae and
Lord 2011). EPF includes one loop and three disulfide bonds, which contains two
antiparallel β-strands connected by a 14-residue loop (Ohki et al. 2011). However, it has
been estimated that 10% of secreted proteins are intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs), with >70% of their length being IDRs (van der Lee et al. 2014). For example,
LTP1 from A. thaliana contains a defined 3D structural domain (Fig. 1.3C) and without
IDR (Fig. 1.4A) but LEA4 from A. thaliana has no defined 3D structural domain and is
fully disordered (Fig. 1.4B).
Biological roles of known plant SSPs
Role of SSPs in plant growth and development
Some of the known SSPs are associated with multiple aspects of plant growth and
development. During these processes, most SSPs act as signaling molecules that are
involved in cell-to-cell communication by binding membrane receptors and coordinating
responses with plant hormones (Murphy et al. 2012; Fukuda and Ohashi-Ito 2019). In
terms of meristem maintenance, CLE14 and CLE40 expression has been observed in
A. thaliana root meristematic zone and observed to play roles in controlling meristematic
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Figure 1.3 Three-dimensional structure of some known small secreted proteins in
plants.
(A) CEP1 (PDB ID: 2MFO). (B) SCR/SP11 (PDB ID:1UGL). (C) LTP (PDB ID:1MZL).
(D) Stomagen (PDB ID: 2LIY). The Protein Data Bank (PDB) data were obtained from
RCSB protein data bank (https://www.rcsb.org/) (Berman et al. 2000; Burley et al. 2020)
and visualized using Mol* (Sehnal et al. 2018).
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activity as well as cell number (De Smet et al. 2008; Meng and Feldman 2010).
Although CLE43 does not affect root apical meristem (RAM) growth in A. thaliana
(Whitford et al. 2008), its homologues, BnCLE43a and BnCLE43b, were found in
Brassica napus could repress A. thaliana root growth when synthetic peptides were
added to the culture medium (Han et al. 2020). In A. thaliana, both CLE9 and CLE10
control xylem differentiation through regulation of the cytokinin signal pathway (Fukuda
and Hardtke 2020), and CLE41 can drive vascular cell division (Etchells and Turner
2010). In contrast, PtrCLE20 identified in vascular cambium cells of P. trichocarpa was
shown to restrain cell division, resulting in an inhibition of lateral growth of the stem (Zhu
et al. 2020). Besides the impact on vegetative tissues or organs, SSPs can affect flower
development. For example, CLV1 acts with CLV3 to avoid enlarged meristems and
extra floral organs in A. thaliana (Fletcher et al. 1999). The pollen-specific SlPRALF
gene that encodes a 129 aa preproprotein was recognized to negatively regulate pollen
tube elongation in S. lycopersicum (Covey et al. 2010).
Role of SSPs in plant response to abiotic and biotic stresses
To sense and respond to various stresses, plants have evolved complex signaling and
defense mechanisms (Chagas et al. 2018). Induced SSPs have been observed in many
stress responses in plants, including some SSPs recognized as hormone-like molecules
(Segonzac and Monaghan 2019). SSPs act quickly and synergistically at low
concentrations in reaction to different stresses (Wang and Irving 2011).
SSPs are involved in a variety of biotic stresses responses in diverse plant species. For
example, an SSP called SYSTEMIN identified in S. lycopersicum was the first wound
response signaling peptide (Pearce et al. 1991; Constabel et al. 1998). When plants are
attacked by herbivores or pathogens, a series of defense signals and pathways can be
induced by SYSTEMIN through its interaction with SYSTEMIN RECEPTOR 1, which
includes stimulation of PROTEASE INHIBITOR production, as well as enhancement of
ethylene and jasmonic acid biosynthesis (Kandoth et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2018a).
Plant SSPs can initiate immune responses and increase resistance to pathogens. For
example, an SSP called IRP, which was identified from the proteomic analysis of O.
sativa suspension cells cultured with bacterial peptidoglycan and fungal chitin,
increased the abundance of phenylalanine ammonia-lyase 1 (PAL1) and activated
mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), which are known to be associated with
plant immunity (Wang et al. 2020). Two pathogen-responsive SSPs, TaSSP6 and
TaSSP7, are responsible for resistance to Septoria tritici blotch, a severe foliar disease
caused by the fungal pathogen Zymoseptoria tritici in Triticum aestivum (Zhou et al.
2020). In Z. mays, Zip1 was demonstrated to trigger plant immunity by activating
salicylic acid defense signaling (Ziemann et al. 2018).
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SSPs are also involved in responses to abiotic stresses. For example, CLE25, found in
A. thaliana, is induced under dehydration, which triggers ABA biosynthesis in leaves to
prevent water loss by regulating stomatal closure (Takahashi et al. 2018). In A. thaliana
roots, AtRALFL8 encoding an SSP can be induced not only by nematode infection, but
also by drought stress, leading to cell wall remodeling (Atkinson et al. 2013). To
determine extracellular proteins that respond to heat stress, a quantitative proteomic
analysis was conducted by collecting proteins from heat tolerant Sorghum bicolor cell
suspension culture medium, resulting in the identification of an SSP named germin
protein, which was highly induced at the protein level (Ngcala et al. 2020). Another
example is the small peptide AtPep3 encoded by AtPROPEP3 which has been shown
to play an important role in salinity stress tolerance in A. thaliana (Nakaminami et al.
2018).
Role of plant SSPs in beneficial plant-microbe interactions
SSPs play important roles in cross-kingdom interactions. It is widely accepted that SSPs
generated from plant-associated microorganisms (e.g., fungi, bacteria) can be used as
effector proteins to promote plant microbial colonization (Stergiopoulos and Wit 2009;
Kohler et al. 2015; Trivedi et al. 2020). However, studies on the identification of plant
SSPs as effector proteins that affect microbes have been very limited (Plett et al. 2017).
Plants can adapt to a low availability of nutrients by altering root system architecture,
with some can form symbiotic associations with rhizobia and mycorrhizal fungi (Péret et
al. 2009; Imin et al. 2013). In legumes, SSPs can affect root development and rhizobiallegume symbiosis (Gonzalez-Rizzo et al. 2006; Whitford et al. 2012). CLE family
members have been characterized in different species, such as CLE12 and CLE13 in
M. truncatula, CLE-RS (CLE-root signal) 1/2/3 in Lotus japonicus and RIC (rhizobiuminduced CLE) in G. max. These SSPs appear to be involved in the negative systemic
autoregulation of the nodulation (AON) pathway and inhibit newly formed nodules in
roots (Laffont et al. 2020). Conversely, in M. truncatula, CEP1 was found to modulate
lateral root formation and increase the number and size of nodules (Imin et al. 2013).
When L. japonicus was inoculated with the arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungus
Rhizophagus irregularis, in comparison with formation of nodules in L. japonicus,
alternate CLE genes, including LjCLE19 and LjCLE20, were upregulated in roots,
indicating that different signaling pathways are involved in arbuscular mycorrhizal and
root nodule symbiosis (Handa et al. 2015). In addition, a recent study reported that
SSPs produced by P. trichocarpa were induced when co-culture with ectomycorrhizal
mycorrhizal (EM) fungus L. bicolor and several P. trichocarpa SSPs could enter fungal
hyphae when they were exposed to L. bicolor (Plett et al. 2017), suggesting plant SSPs
may mediate ectomycorrhizal symbiosis as well.
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Computational and experimental approaches for discovery of SSPs in
plants
Computational approaches for discovery of SSPs
In general, there are two main steps to computationally predict SSPs in plant genomes,
i.e., predicting small proteins encoded by sORFs and subsequently evaluating their
ability to be secreted. A large number of sORFs can be found by locating in-frame start
and stop codons in the plant genomes. However, annotations of sORFs have been
largely overlooked because such short sequences were initially classified as random
nonsense occurrences (Martinez et al. 2020). In the recent decade, progress in the
development of computational methods for gene prediction has contributed to the
identification of numerous sORFs in plants. For example, sORF finder is a tool for
identifying putative small sORFs between 10 and 100 amino acids based on significant
selective constraints, which works well for predicting sORFs in plant genomes (Hanada
et al. 2010). Small Peptide Alignment Discovery Application (SPADA) is a homologybased program which can accurately identify and annotate genes in a given family,
including sORFs in plants (Zhou et al. 2013). One caveat of these in silico sORF
prediction tools is that the predicted sORFs may be pseudogenes. To address this
issue, transcript expression data generated by transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq)
can be used for identifying functional sORFs, as demonstrated in SSP discovery in P.
trichocarpa (Yang et al. 2011; Plett et al. 2017). Transcript sequences obtained from
RNA-seq data can be either protein coding sequences (CDS) or non-coding RNAs (Liu
et al. 2017; Mewalal et al. 2019). Finally, using DeepCPP, a new deep neural network
based tool, aims to predict short sequences with coding potential (Zhang et al. 2020).
The potential for secretion of small proteins has been determined using several
alternate tools based on specific algorithms, in particular many use newly developed
machine learning (ML) approaches (Table A2). To predict NSS-containing SSPs,
SignalP 5.0, based on deep neural networks, is commonly utilized because it has a
user-friendly interface and good performance across plant species (Almagro
Armenteros et al. 2019). However, since an NSS is common in several types of
membrane proteins, membrane spanning proteins with both predicted signal peptide
and at least one transmembrane region should be excluded (Uhlén et al. 2015).
MEMSAT-SVM (Nugent and Jones 2012) can be used for transmembrane helix
topology prediction, and SPOCTOPUS (Viklund et al. 2008) is designed for predicting
both signal peptide and transmembrane topology. Because the existence of certain
numbers of NSS-containing proteins follow UPS routes, SecretomeP has been
constructed and is a ML algorithm to predict unconventionally secreted proteins
(Nielsen et al. 2019). In addition, the number of Cys residues, and their arrangement,
have been used to predict Cys-rich SSPs without signal peptide (Li et al. 2014). In some
studies, an additional criterion, such as the lack of endoplasmic reticulum-retention
motif, is taken into consideration for secretion prediction. Several authors recommend
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that small proteins containing C-terminal KDEL or HDEL motifs should be excluded as
non-SSPs (Li et al. 2014; de Bang et al. 2017). Protein secretion mediated by
conventional (e.g., CLE (Whitewoods 2021)) or unconventional (e.g., PME (Wang et al.
2016)) mechanisms can be evaluated using various tools for predicting multiple protein
subcellular localizations, such as LocTree3 (Goldberg et al. 2012; Goldberg et al. 2014),
CELLO (Yu et al. 2006), YLoc (Briesemeister et al. 2010), DeepLoc (Almagro
Armenteros et al. 2017), and TargetP (Armenteros et al. 2019a). Also, ML-based
methods have been developed recently for predicting both conventional and
unconventional secretion, e.g., ApoplastP (Sperschneider et al. 2018), BUSCA
(Savojardo et al. 2018) and Plant-mSubP (Sahu et al. 2020) . A pipeline integrating the
best methods for computational prediction of SSPs is proposed in Section 4.3.
Experimental approaches for discovery of SSPs
The putative SSPs predicted using computational approaches described in Section 4.1
need to be verified using experimental approaches to provide protein-level evidence. To
address this issue, protein mass spectrometry (MS) data can be used to determine 1)
whether the predicted SSPs are truly expressed proteins in extracellular localization and
2) whether the predicted SSP sequences are full-length or partial fragments of longer
protein sequences. For instance, a novel 15 aa secreted peptide named CEP1 encoded
by AT1G47485 was effectively identified in A. thaliana by liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis (Ohyama et al. 2008a). The feasibility of this system
was tested initially by detecting a known small secreted peptide CLE44 in the medium
using transgenic A. thaliana overexpressing the CLE44 gene. Computational prediction
of SSP secretion can also be verified through MS analysis of extracellular proteins. For
example, protein MS has been successfully used to identify plant immune response
proteins that are secreted into apoplastic space in A. thaliana leaves (Rutter and Innes
2017). Proteomic analyses of secretomes have identified secreted proteins in O. sativa
(Shinano et al. 2011), Hippophae rhamnoides (Gupta and Deswal 2012), S. bicolor
(Ngcala et al. 2020), Solanum chacoense (Liu et al. 2015), and S. lycopersicum
(Briceño et al. 2012). Such global analyses of plant secretomes could facilitate the
discovery of SSPs. However, proteins containing IDRs of sufficient length tend to be
more susceptible to degradation, resulting in lower protein abundance (van der Lee et
al. 2014). This may cause a problem for studying plant SSPs that contain a large portion
of IDRs using proteomics approaches because MS has lower sensitivity than
transcriptome sequencing. To increase the sensitivity of detecting SSPs in plants, it is
necessary to enrich for IDRs containing proteins and low-molecular weight proteins in
protein extract using gel-filters (Chen et al. 2015) or ultrafiltration devices (Greening and
Simpson 2010; Villalobos Solis et al. 2020).
Besides plant secretome proteomics, molecular approaches can be used to test SSP
secretion. For example, the CDS of SSPs can be fused with reporter genes, such as
green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Zhang et al. 2017), and the gene fusion constructs can
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be tested for secretion of reporter-tagged SSPs using agroinfiltration-based transient
gene expression (Norkunas et al. 2018) or stable transformation in plants. The secretion
of SSPs has been tested using the yeast expression system as well (Plett et al. 2017).
Integrative approaches for discovery of SSPs
From an amalgamation perspective, multiple tools can be assimilated to predict SSPs.
Here we propose such a pipeline for SSP discovery by integrating the methods
discussed above (as illustrated in (Fig. 1.5). Briefly, sORFs encoding small proteins are
predicted from genomic sequences using gene prediction pipeline such as Seqping
(Chan et al. 2017) based on self-training HMM models and transcriptomic data. Next,
NSS-containing small proteins that are transported via CSP pathways are predicted with
ML based tools, such as SignalP 5.0. At this stage small proteins containing
transmembrane regions, which are unlikely to be secreted, should be identified and
eliminated from downstream analysis. Given that some NSS-containing proteins follow
USP pathways, additional ML-based software, such as SecretomeP, may be applied
simultaneously. In addition, the secretion ability of proteins without an NSS are inferred
by subcellular localization prediction tools (Table A2), which are helpful for predicting
secreted proteins contaning an NSS as well. Putative SSPs predicted by computational
tools are then validated with MS-based and/or molecular experiments, particularly for
their secretion ability, before further functional characterization. Proteomics data is then
used to confirm the protein expression of putative sORFs, to discover small proteins
that are derived from larger protein precursors and/or to localize protein accumulation
outside cells.

Strategies for elucidating the function of plant SSPs
Examination of the secretion and transport pathways
Given that apoplastic localization of SSPs can be vital for their function, functional
characterization of SSPs often requires refining the knowledge of their trafficking,
transport, and secretion routes both within plants and between plants and their microbial
partners. Perhaps the most direct method for investigating SSP movement is to
visualize SSPs under a fluorescence or electron microscope after tagging them with a
fluorescent protein or other label, as demonstrated by Wang et al. (2010b) when
investigating EXPO-mediated transportation of the A. thaliana Exo70 paralog –
Exo70E2, and by Chen et al. (2016) when studying the movement of the transcription
factor HY5 from shoot to root in A. thaliana. One requirement for this approach is that
the fusion of the SSPs and the fluorescent markers must not alter the mobility,
secretion, or the function of the SSPs (Wang et al. 2018b; Burko et al. 2020) or interfere
with the folding and fluorescence intensity of the markers.
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Small molecule reagents have been used to dissect protein trafficking routes. A widely
used example is the fungal toxin brefeldin A (BFA). Given that BFA can disrupt the
retrograde traffic from the Golgi to the ER, it serves as a powerful tool for distinguishing
Golgi-dependent and -independent protein trafficking (Zhang et al. 2011; Pinedo et al.
2012). Another example is concanamycin A (ConcA) – an inhibitor of vacuolar-type
ATPase (V-ATPase), which blocks post-Golgi trafficking and has been used in
examining the transportation pathway of VHA-a3 (Scheuring et al. 2011; Viotti et al.
2013). Additionally, small molecules that can interact with trafficking-related organelles
or vesicles have been used to screen for their potential application in elucidating protein
secretion pathways (Rodriguez-Furlan et al. 2018). The power of these trafficking
inhibitors, however, becomes limited when it comes to examining the movement of
SSPs between plants and microbes. An alternative approach could be based on
fluorescently tagged SSP, which was discussed above and appears to be more useful
for examining the cross-kingdom movement of plant SSPs.
In addition, a learn-by-design approach based on rewriting the transport pathway can be
informative for evaluating if secretion is required for SSP function. Targeted redirection
has been achieved by fusing SSPs to alternative sorting signals. For example, Rojo et
al. (2002) fused different vacuolar sorting signals (VSSs) to the C-terminus of CLV3 and
redirected the destination of CLV3 from apoplast to the vacuole. The authors concluded
that apoplastic localization is essential for CLV3 to activate the CLV signaling pathway
in A. thaliana.
Uncovering phenotypic traits conferred by SSP-encoding genes
Reverse genetics techniques, by imparting loss- or gain-of-function mutations via
ectopic expression, virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS), and RNA interference (RNAi)
(Gilchrist and Haughn 2010; Ben-Amar et al. 2016), are among the most powerful tools
to reveal phenotypes associated with genes of interest. These techniques work equally
well for studying the function of SSP-encoding genes. For example, CLV3 – the
meristem development regulator, when constitutively overexpressed in transgenic A.
thaliana (Brand et al. 2000) demonstrated the correlation between the level of CLV3
protein and the accumulation of the meristem cells. In addition, A. thaliana in which the
expression of CLV3 was suppressed by RNAi was created by Chuang and Meyerowitz
(2000) for studying the associated phenotypic changes in floral development. Similarly,
RNAi-induced suppression of the PtCLV3 ortholog PttCLE47 were employed by
Kucukoglu et al. (2020) to investigate its role in cambial development and secondary
xylem formation in hybrid aspen (P. tremula × P. tremuloides).
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Figure 1.5 An integrative pipeline for discovery of small secreted proteins (SSPs)
in plants.
(A) Small open reading frames (sORFs) encoding small proteins can be predicted by
using gene prediction tools based on genome sequence and transcriptomic data. (B)
Predicting secretion processes for small proteins using machine learning approaches.
(C) Experimental validation of predicted SSPs. NSS: N-terminal signal sequence for
protein secretion; CPS: conventional protein secretion; UPS: unconventional protein
secretion; MS: mass spectrometry; SDS-PAGE: sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis.
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Besides traditional techniques, the recent revolution in gene editing tools, particularly
the invention of the CRISPR/Cas and related technologies, provides new opportunities
for efficient gene knock-out, gene knock-in, gene activation, and gene suppression in
plants (Liu et al. 2016; Hassan et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020; Zhang and Qi 2020). Its
development is based on an immune system naturally found in bacteria and archaea,
the CRISPR/Cas9 system has been widely used for creating gene knockouts by
creating double-strand breaks (DSBs), which are then repaired by error-prone the nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) in plants and therefore often lead to indel mutations in
the target gene. The efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene knockout has been
demonstrated in a number of herbaceous and woody plant species (Xue et al. 2015;
Elorriaga et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019b). In the last few years, the
adaptation of CRISPR into a recruiting platform and the discover of Cas9 variants have
made CRISPR/Cas a more versatile tool. For example, transcriptional activation and
suppression of single and multiple genes can now be conferred by the
CRISPR/deactivated Cas9 (dCas9) based transcriptional regulation system (Lowder et
al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019b). All of these tools can be used in tuning the expression of
SSPs for revealing their targets and examining their biological impacts.
Identification of receptors and partners involved in SSP signal transduction
pathways
As discussed above, many plant SSPs act as signaling molecules and have the ability
to affect the expression of other genes. Therefore, identifying the receptors and other
downstream targets of an SSP of interest is the ultimate step towards deciphering
SSPs’ biological function. A number of early studies, particularly those done in A.
thaliana, have been relying on creating targeted mutants or performing mutational
screen to achieve this goal. Taking receptors of CLV3 in A. thaliana for instance: CLV1,
which is a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) receptor-like kinase (RLK), was verified via
phenotypic analysis of single or double mutants (Clark et al. 1995). Meanwhile,
CORYNE (CRN) which is a membrane associated protein kinase, and TOADSTOOL2
(TOAD2) which is a receptor-like kinase, were identified by screening the population
created with ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis (Müller et al. 2008; Kinoshita
et al. 2010).
Besides mutational screens, protein-protein interaction (PPI) data can provide valuable
evidence in identifying novel partners that interact with SSPs during signal transduction.
Several in vitro and in vivo PPI detection approaches, such as affinity purification (AP),
tandem affinity purification (TAP) and yeast two-hybrid (Y2H), have been commonly
used (Rao et al. 2014). In particular, the capability of Y2H-based approaches has been
extended from one-by-one clonal identification to proteome-wide mapping of PPIs, with
the recent development of matrix-based Y2H methods coupled with next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technology (Erffelinck et al. 2018). Compared with mutational
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screen, Y2H-NGS approaches make it possible to identify novel interaction partners of
SSPs even within an organism whose genome has not been fully annotated yet.
Discovery-based extraction, screening, and identification of SSPs
High-throughput analytical approaches that couple selective enrichment,
fractionation/isolation, and phenotype screening followed by MS-based identification
provide an established framework to screen plant tissues for biologically relevant SSPs
(Pearce et al. 1991; Pearce et al. 2001; Ohyama et al. 2008a; Cao et al. 2019;
Demarque et al. 2020) (Fig. 1.6). This classical approach for the discovery of novel
natural products starts with an enrichment strategy to selectively isolate molecules of
interest from highly complex crude extracts. For SSPs, common cellular extraction
techniques use size exclusion ultrafiltration strategies, such as molecular weight cut-off
(MWCO) spin column filters, to selectively enrich for low molecular weight protein
fractions (Greening and Simpson 2010; Villalobos Solis et al. 2020). Other techniques
include gel-based separations (Cheli and Baldi 2011; Chen et al. 2015; Wang et al.
2020), solvent extractions (Ohyama et al. 2008a; Patel et al. 2018), and size exclusion
chromatography (Mohd-Radzman et al. 2015; Patel et al. 2018). Following these
enrichment strategies, SSPs can be further fractionated based on physicochemical
properties (e.g., polarity, hydrophobicity, stability, solubility) using liquid chromatography
(Alexandersson et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013; Wilson et al. 2020).
Either as crude extract mixtures, enrichments, or isolated fractions, SSPs can be
evaluated for their bioactivity against cell-based or cell-free biosystems. Cell-based
screening can be used to assess simple effects on cell viability, morphology, and
proliferation, or to elucidate the mechanism of action. Common phenotypes profiled in
cell-based systems are growth promotion/restriction or antimicrobial activity
(Matsubayashi and Sakagami 1996; Ito et al. 2006; Runyoro et al. 2006; Mabona et al.
2013). Alternatively, cell-free screening has been employed to evaluate the effect of
SSPs to better describe the thermodynamic, kinetic or structural basis for molecular
interactions with other cellular constituents (Makarewich and Olson 2017). Cell-free
screening can be employed to identify SSPs with the abilities to scavenge free radicals,
chelate metals, or bind to certain macromolecular targets that regulate various biological
processes such as epigenetic processes and cell proliferation (Nwachukwu and Aluko
2019; Ding et al. 2020).
Following the detection of fractions with relevant bioactivity, molecule libraries can be
further interrogated via high-throughput LC-MS/MS to sequence unknown SSPs. Some
of the current challenges in accurate and sensitive identification of SSPs with MS
include lack of SSP representation in protein databases, inadequate understanding of
SSP maturation mechanisms, and partial knowledge of their post-translational
modifications. Thus, the characterization of SSPs by LC-MS/MS can benefit from the
use of de novo search strategies (Cheng et al. 2010). De novo sequencing algorithms
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Figure 6. Experimental framework to screen biologically relevant small secreted proteins (SSPs). The
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derive peptide sequences using only fragment ion information from the tandem mass
spectra, are generally optimized to run without the restriction of cleavage enzymes (i.e.,
trypsin) and work in an unbiased manner as they do not necessarily require any input
based on prior knowledge of the sample (Ma and Johnson 2012).

Conclusion and perspectives
In the past several years, there has been increasing evidence that SSPs play important
roles during plant growth, development, and response to biotic and abiotic stresses, and
consequently a growing appreciation of the biological significance of plant SSPs. A
sheer number of SSPs have been predicted in diverse lineages of organisms, and the
intercellular or inter-organismal movement of SSPs infers that SSPs are likely a
significant and common mode of signaling among organisms. It is now known that SSPs
are synthesized and secreted via diverse pathways in plants. Currently, however, the
number of characterized SSPs in plants is low. The majority of SSPs encoded in plant
genomes are overlooked and remain unannotated. Roadblocks that prevent progress in
the study of SSPs include 1) a lack of reliable methods for isolating SSPs for
experimental characterization, 2) a lack of capabilities for real-time monitoring the
intercellular or inter-organismal movement of SSPs, 3) a lack of structural data for
SSPs, and 4) a lack of computational tools for predicting non-conventional secretion of
SSPs.
Recent advances in high-throughput molecular screening approaches and
bioinformatics offer exciting opportunities for the discovery and characterization of
SSPs. For example, the rapid accumulation of omics data, including genomics,
transcriptomics and proteomics, provide rich databases for discovering plant SSPs,
including those derived from larger protein precursors and directly encoded by sORFs.
Meanwhile, advanced ML tools have evolved to predict the secretion pathways,
including both CPS and UPS that SSPs follow. Such computational prediction on
secretion can be verified experimentally, for example, via bioimaging of fluorescent
reporter tagged protein candidates. In addition, advanced plant biotechnologies,
particularly, CRISPR/Cas-based genome-editing systems and transcriptional regulation
systems (i.e., CRISPRa and CRISPRi) allow for efficient gene knock-out, activation, and
suppression, and therefore analysis of the biological roles of SSPs, and identification of
their partners by combining with PPI and NGS data. The discovery and functional role of
SSPs in plant growth and development will continue to expand in the near future.
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CHAPTER II
PHYLOGENOMIC ANALYSIS OF PLANT SMALL SECRETED
PROTEINS ASSOCIATED WITH ARBUSCULAR MYCORRHIZAL
SYMBIOSIS
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Abstract
Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis (AMS) is an ancient and widespread mutualistic
association between plants and fungi, which plays an essential role in nutrient
exchange, enhancement in plant stress resistance, development of host, and
sustainability of ecosystem. To date, an increasing volume of studies have shown that
plant small secreted proteins (SSPs) are involved in multiple biological processes, such
as plant growth and development, response to abiotic and biotic stresses, and beneficial
symbiotic interactions. In this study, we performed computational prediction of SSPs in
60 plant species including 39 AMS species and 21 non-AMS species. Through
comparative genomics analysis, we identified two types of ortholog groups containing
SSP genes: (i) AMS-specific ortholog groups containing SSPs only from at least 30% of
the AMS species in this study and (ii) AMS-preferential ortholog groups containing
SSPs from both AMS and non-AMS species, with AMS species containing significantly
more SSPs than non-AMS species. Also, we analyzed gene expression in four AMS
species and one non-AMS species and identified plant SSP genes responsive to
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus (AMF) R. irregularis. Furthermore, we examined the
diversification and conservation in 3D protein structure and promoter regions between
genes in the AMS-preferential ortholog groups containing AMF-inducible SSPs. Finally,
we identified genes co-expressed with the P. trichocarpa SSP genes in the AMSpreferential ortholog groups through co-expression network analysis. Our results
provide new insights into the molecular basis of AMS evolution as well as expand our
understanding of the function of plant SSPs during AMS.

Introduction
Plant small secreted proteins (SSPs) are usually less than 250 amino acids (aa) in
length, which are derived from large precursor or encoded by small open reading
frames (sORFs) (Lease and Walker 2006; Tabata and Sawa 2014; Tavormina et al.
2015). SSPs play roles in many biological processes, such as plant growth and
development, response to various stresses, and mediation of intercellular
communications (Fukuda and Ohashi-Ito 2019; Chen et al. 2020). For instance, in A.
thaliana, CLE3 is involved in the regulation of lateral root formation (Araya et al. 2014).
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Root-derived CLE25 transmits water deficiency signals to leaves through vascular
tissues in A. thaliana and therefore improves dehydration tolerance (Takahashi et al.
2018). In M. truncatula, overexpression of CEP1 leads to inhibition of lateral root
development and enhancement of nodulation (Mohd-Radzman et al. 2015). A total of
417 putative plant SSPs have been identified to be significantly regulated during the
process of forming mutualistic symbiosis between P. trichocarpa roots and the
ectomycorrhizal fungus L. bicolor, indicating that plant-derived SSPs play potential roles
in cross-kingdom interactions (Plett et al. 2017).
Discovering SSPs in plants can be started from mining sORFs in the sequenced plant
genomes. With the affordability of genome sequencing and recent advances in
transcriptomics, high-throughput identification of sORFs is getting much easier. Based
on two commonly used metrics, sequence conservation and sequence similarity
(Peeters and Menschaert 2020), multiple bioinformatics methods have been developed
to aid the prediction of sORFs, such as sORF finder, which is an evolutionary selective
constraints-based tool (Hanada et al. 2010), and SPADA, which is a sequence
homology-based software (Zhou et al. 2013). Furthermore, various tools have emerged
for assessing the coding potential of putative sORFs, such as Coding-Non-Coding
Identifying Tool (CNIT) based on support vector machine (SVM) (Guo et al. 2019),
MiPepid based on logistic regression model (Zhu and Gribskov 2019), and DeepCPP
based on deep neural network (Zhang et al. 2020). After generating sORF candidates,
machine learning based methods can be used for secretion prediction. Prediction of
conventional secretion is primarily achieved by predicting N-terminal signal peptides
through SignalP (Armenteros et al. 2019b) and excluding proteins containing
transmembrane regions, which can be predicted by TMHMM (Möller et al. 2001). In
addition, unconventional secretion of proteins that do not have N-terminal signal
peptides can be predicted by SecretomeP (Nielsen et al. 2019) , ApoplastP
(Sperschneider et al. 2018), BUSCA (Savojardo et al. 2018), Plant-mSubP (Sahu et al.
2020), etc.
Different pipelines that combine several methods have been used for SSP prediction.
For example, a list of predicted novel SSPs in M. truncatula was created by using
multiple sequential filtering steps, including protein length selection (<230 aa), signal
peptide identification, and removal of proteins containing transmembrane helices and
endoplasmic reticulum-retention signals (de Bang et al. 2017). In another study,
discovery of SSPs in P. trichocarpa based on RNA-Seq datasets was achieved by
selecting complete ORFs that encode proteins of less than 250 aa in length, followed by
prediction of protein secretion using three different tools (Plett et al. 2017) .
Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis (AMS) is one of the most ancient and broadly
occurring mutualistic associations between plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi
(AMF) (MacLean et al. 2017). This intimate relationship mainly improves plant mineral
nutrition acquisition, which potentially enhances crop yield (Hu et al. 2021). In addition,
it would increase plant tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses (Yang et al. 2014; Bona
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et al. 2017; Lanfranco et al. 2018; Hu et al. 2021). AMS also contributes to many
ecosystem functions, including soil aggregation, less fertilizer utilization, and reduction
of nutrient losses (Rillig et al. 2019).
Over the last two decades, based on the alteration of symbiosis phenotypes in gene
knockout or knockdown mutants, a lot of genes have been identified to be involved in
AMS (MacLean et al. 2017). Recently, with the availability of rich plant genomic
resources, phylogenomics provided great opportunity for studying evolutionary pattern
of conserved genes in plants in relation to AMS (Delaux 2017). Recently, the expression
of two SSP genes LjCLE19 and LjCLE20 in Lotus japonicus was regulated by AMF R.
irregularis (Handa et al. 2015). More recently, some putative sORF-encoding genes in
Populus were reported to be responsive to R. irregularis (Mewalal et al. 2019).
The goal of this study is to gain a better understanding of the relationship between plant
SSPs and AMS. To achieve this goal, we predicted SSPs in 60 sequenced plant
genomes using a computational pipeline and identified candidate plant SSP genes that
are potentially involved in AMS through phylogenetic analysis of ortholog groups
containing SSP genes and identification of gene expression responsive to AMF.
Furthermore, we performed comparative analysis of 3D protein structure and the
promoter regions between genes in selected ortholog groups which were either specific
to or predominately represented by AMS plant species. Finally, we built co-expression
networks P. trichocarpa genes to identify other genes associated with the P. trichocarpa
SSP genes in the ortholog groups predominately represented by AMS plant species.
Our results indicate that convergency in SSP sequences and gene expression induced
by fungi is related to convergent emergency of AMS in diverse plant species. The SSP
candidates identified in this study lay a valuable foundation for experimental
characterization of AMS-related genes to gain deep understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying the interactions between plants and AMF.

Materials and Methods
Plant species and protein sequences
Primary protein sequences (i.e., the longest protein sequence for each gene) were
downloaded from Phytozome13 (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov) for a total of 60
plant species representing diverse plant lineages (Table S1). Symbiosis status of the
plant species was determined based on the published literatures (Wang and Qiu 2006;
Brundrett 2009).
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Construction of ortholog groups and phylogenetic trees
The primary protein sequences of the 60 species were used as input to construct
ortholog groups using Orthofinder (Emms and Kelly 2019). For constructing gene trees,
the protein sequences of each mostly single-copy orthologue group, which contains no
more than 3 genes in each plant species, aligned using MAFFT version7 (Katoh et al.
2019). The protein sequence alignments were further trimmed by removing sites with
more than 50% gaps or Ns and removing sequences less than 50% of the alignment in
length. The trimmed protein sequence alignments were used to create gene trees using
the maximum likelihood approach implemented in IQ-Tree 2 (Minh et al. 2020) (default
parameters; 1000 bootstrap replications), with the best-fitting substitution models
determined by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017). Then the species tree was
generated from the gene trees by performing coalescent-based analysis using ASTRAL
(Mirarab et al. 2014).

Prediction of SSPs
We created a computational pipeline to predict SSPs from a total of 1,911,840 protein
sequences in 60 plant genomes (Fig. 2.1). Briefly, small proteins (encoded by complete
ORFs both start and stop codons) of 50-250 amino acids in length were selected as an
initial small protein subset. The secretion prediction for proteins in the initial small
protein subset was performed using eight either widely used or recently released
methods based on different algorithms. Specifically, SignalP 5.0 (Armenteros et al.
2019b), Phobius (Käll et al. 2007), and TargetP (Armenteros et al. 2019a) were used for
the prediction of N-terminal signal sequence (NSS). TMHMM 2.0 (Möller et al. 2001),
MEMSAT-SVM (Nugent and Jones 2012), and Phobius (Käll et al. 2007) were used for
the prediction of membrane domains. ApoplastP (Sperschneider et al. 2018) , DeepLoc
(Almagro Armenteros et al. 2017), and Plant-mSubP (Sahu et al. 2020) were used for
the prediction of protein subcellular locations. Stand-alone applications of these
selected methods were run on a computer cluster. The principle of majority-decision
called MDSEC as previously described (Uhlén et al. 2015) was used to predict SSPs
(i.e., small proteins containing NSS predicted by at least two out of the three
approaches, including SignalP 5.0 (Armenteros et al. 2019b), Phobius (Käll et al. 2007),
and TargetP (Armenteros et al. 2019a), were considered to be secreted proteins). As
NSS can also be found in membrane proteins, small proteins containing at least one
transmembrane region predicted by each single tool were eliminated from the pool of
predicted NSS-containing SSPs, resulting in the first list of predicted NSS-containing
SSPs without transmembrane regions. In addition, a great number of proteins without
NSS can be secreted via unconventional secreted pathway (Hu et al. 2021). Thus, we
generated the second list of SSPs with extracellular location predicted by two out of the
three approaches including ApoplastP (Sperschneider et al. 2018), DeepLoc (Almagro
Armenteros et al. 2017), and Plant-mSubP (Sahu et al. 2020). Finally, a set of nonredundant predicted SSPs were generated by merging the first and the second lists of
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Proteins from 60 plant species
(1,911,840 sequences)

Filter by the length of complete open-reading-frames (ORFs)
(703,638 small proteins with 50-250 amino acids in length)

Signal peptide prediction

Transmembrane region prediction

Subcellular localization prediction

Phobius

MemSatSVM

ApoplastP

SignalP

Phobius

DeepLoc

TargetP

TMHMM

Plant-mSubP

List 1: Small proteins containing N-terminal signal sequence (NSS)
predicted by at least two of the three tools for signal peptide
prediction, without transmembrane regions predicted by any of the
three tools for transmembrane region prediction

List 2: Small proteins with
extracellular localization
predicted by at least two of the
three tools

60,114 small secreted proteins (SSPs)
The SSPs were divided into three sets: the “NSS-only” set containing SSPs specific to
List 1, the “Extracellular-only” set containing SSPs specific to List 2, and the “NSS-andExtracellular” set containing SSPs shared by List 1 and List 2

Figure 2.1 A computational pipeline used for predicting small secreted proteins
(SSPs) in plant genomes.
The input was primary protein sequences of 60 plant species listed in Table S1. Small
proteins with a full-length of 50-250 aa were identified for secretion prediction using
different methods. Conventional protein secretion featured by N-terminal signal
sequence (NSS) were predicted by using SignalP 5.0 (Armenteros et al. 2019b),
Phobius (Käll et al. 2007), and TargetP (Armenteros et al. 2019a). Transmembrane
domains were identified by using TMHMM 2.0 (Möller et al. 2001), MEMSAT-SVM
(Nugent and Jones 2012), and Phobius (Käll et al. 2007). Extracellular protein
localization was predicted by using ApoplastP (Sperschneider et al. 2018), DeepLoc
(Almagro Armenteros et al. 2017), and Plant-mSubP (Sahu et al. 2020).
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predicted SSPs mentioned above, which were further divided into three sub-categories:
NSS-only (from the first list only), NSS-plus-extracellular (shared by both the first and
the second lists), Extracellular-only (from the second list only).

RNA-Seq data analysis
We performed a cross-species comparative transcriptome analysis using public RNASeq data of different plant roots inoculated with AMF, which include four AMS species,
including Cucumis sativus, Manihot esculenta, M. truncatula and T. aestivum, as well as
one NAMS species A. thaliana as a control (Table S2).
The raw reads retrieved from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
Sequence Read Achieve (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) were filtered with the BBDuk
program from JGI’s BBTools (https://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-tools/bbtools) to trim adapters
and extremities with a quality value per base lower than 20. After trimming adapter
sequences and filtering out low-quality reads, the clean reads were mapped to the latest
genome assembly for each species using STAR2.7.9a (Dobin et al. 2013). The mRNA
abundance of each gene in each species was quantified as FPKM. Differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) in each species were determined by applying EBSeq (Leng et
al. 2013) in the R package. The cut-off for significant DEGs were absolute log2(fold
change) >1 and false discovery rate (FDR) corrected P value < 0.05.

Promoter analysis
The promoter sequences (2 kb upstream of translation initiation site) of representative
upregulated and non-upregulated SSPs in different species were downloaded from
Phytozome (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov). Conserved parts for AMS inducible
gene of SSPs in promoter regions were analyzed using online server PlantPAN 3.0
(Chow et al. 2019) with default parameter.

Protein structural modeling
The 3D structures of SSPs and their closely related proteins in the AMS-preferential
ortholog groups were predicted using the Phyre2 web portal (Kelley et al. 2015). The
protein structural alignments were constructed and visualized using PyMol
(https://pymol.org/2/).
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Co-expression network analysis
For co-expression network construction, the expression data was obtained in the
Populus Gene Atlas Study from Phytozome
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html). Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs)
were calculated in parallel between all pairs of gene expression vectors. A threshold of
P value < 0.05 and absolute PCC ≥ 0.95 were applied to identify the significant
correlations, and their co-expression relationships were visualized by Cytoscape
(Shannon et al. 2003). Functional classification of the co-expressed genes of candidate
SSPs was carried out with MapMan (Thimm et al. 2004).

Results
Identification of SSPs in 60 plant species
From the 60 plant species listed in Table S1, we predicted two lists of SSPs using the
computational pipeline illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The first SSP list included 23,360 SSPs
containing N-terminal signal sequence (NSS), without transmembrane regions (Figs.
S1a and S1b). The second SSP list contained 48,081 SSPs with extracellular
localization predicted by at least two methods (Fig. S1c). By combining these two SSP
lists, we generated a non-redundant list of 60,114 SSPs (Table S3), which were divided
into three sets: (i) the NSS-only set containing 12,033 SSPs from the first SSP list only,
(ii) the Extracellular-only set containing 36,754 SSPs from the second SSP list only, and
(iii) the NSS-and-extracellular set containing11,327 SSPs shared by the two SSP lists
(Fig. S1d). The distribution of SSP numbers in each plant species was illustrated in Fig.
2.2.
AMS-related ortholog groups
We identified 60,981 ortholog groups accounting for 91.6% of total number of protein
sequences from 60 plant species listed in Table S1. Among these, 9,390 ortholog
groups contain 49,472 predicted SSPs, which account for 82.3% of total number of
SSPs predicted from the 60 plant species ortholog group. The SSP-containing ortholog
groups were divided into three types: 6,629 AMS-specific ortholog groups contained
SSPs from AMS plant species only, 1,817 ortholog groups contained SSPs from nonAMS plant species only, and 944 ortholog groups contained SSPs from both AMS and
non-AMS species. Aiming to identify ortholog groups that are highly associated with
AMS status, we firstly selected three AMS-specific ortholog groups containing proteins
from at least 30% of the 39 AMS species, including OG0000442 (containing genes
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Figure 2.2 A coalescent-based maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of 60 plant
species inferred from single copy gene trees
Plant species with and without ability to form AMS are indicated in black and red,
respectively. The bar plot on the right side of the phylogenetic tree indicates the fraction
of predicted SSPs in each plant species. Extra represents SSPs in the “Extracellularonly set”; NSS represents SSPs in the “NSS-only set”; and NSSExtra represents SSPs
in the “NSS-and-extracellular set”, as defined in Fig. 2.1.
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encoding heavy-metal associated domain proteins), OG0009886 (containing genes
encoding wall-associated receptor kinase), and OG0010641 (containing genes
encoding protein with unknown function). Then from the ortholog groups containing
SSPs from both AMS and non-AMS species, we identified three AMS-preferential
ortholog groups (APOGs), in which the number of SSPs from the AMS species was
significantly (P < 0.05) higher than that from the non-AMS species, including
OG0000049 (containing genes encoding plastocyanin-like proteins), OG0000081
(containing genes encoding Dirigent proteins), and OG0000364 (containing genes
encoding EPFL proteins). These AMS-specific and AMS-preferential genes were not
found in the ancient plant lineages such as Chromochloris zofingiensis,
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Porphyra umbilicalis, etc., and there were repeated
emergence or expansion in multiple plant lineages (Fig. 2.3), suggesting that these
AMS-associated genes resulted from convergent evolution.
AMF-regulated gene expression
To identify AMF-inducible SSPs, we performed a cross-species comparative analysis of
gene expression in four AMS plant species (C. sativus, M. esculenta, M. truncatula and
T. aestivum) and one non-AMS plant species (A. thaliana), which were inoculated with
AMF R. irregularis (Table S2). Through analysis of differential gene expression between
AMF treatments and corresponding controls at different time points after fungal
inoculation, we identified a total of 45, 3,255, 8,582, 1,263, and 8,205 differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) in A. thaliana, C. sativus, M. esculenta, M. truncatula, and T.
aestivum, respectively (Table S4). To further explore if the expression of SSPs were
affected by AMF, we checked the DEGs encoding SSPs in these species. We identified
91, 330, 47, and 193 differentially expressed SSPs in C. sativus, M. esculenta, M.
truncatula, and T. aestivum, respectively. No differentially expressed SSPs were found
in non-AMS A. thaliana (Table S5). Furthermore, we identified 27 and 34 ortholog
groups containing SSPs that were up- and down-regulated, respectively, by AMF
treatment in at least two of the four AMS species (Fig. 2.4), suggesting convergency in
AMF-responsive gene expression among different plant species.
Diversification and conservation between genes in the AMS-preferential ortholog
groups containing AMF-inducible SSPs
Three AMS-preferential ortholog groups (i.e., OG0000049, OG0000081, OG0000364)
contained SSP genes up-regulated by AMF in at least two of the four AMS species.
Divergence of protein functions are mainly determined by variations in 3D structure (Liu
et al. 2019a). We performed 3D protein structural prediction for AMF-inducible SSPs
and their closely related non-SSPs in the phylogenetic trees (Figs. S2, S3 and S4) of
AMS-preferential ortholog groups containing AMF-inducible SSPs and found that the 3D
structures of the SPPs and their related non-SSPs highly matched each other, with only
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Figure 2.3 Number of small secreted proteins (SSPs) in representative ortholog
groups.
OG0000049, OG0000081, and OG0000364 are AMS-preferential ortholog groups
containing SSPs from at least 30% of the 39 AMS species. OG0000442, OG0009886,
and OG0010641 are AMS-specific ortholog groups containing significantly (P < 0.05)
more SSPs from the AMS species than from the non-AMS species. Relative abundance
of SSPs within each ortholog group is represented by a color scale.
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Figure 2.4 Ortholog groups containing small secreted proteins (SSPs) showing
differential gene expression in response to AMF Rhizophagus irregularis in at
least two plant species.
Upregulation and downregulation of plant SSP gene expression by the AMF treatment.
The heatmap represents Log2 ratio of transcript abundance between AMF treatment
versus control and the circle size indicates the number of SSPs in each ortholog group.
The differential gene expression between AMF treatment and control was defined as at
least two-fold change in transcript abundance, along with adjusted p < 0.05.
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a few local variations (Fig. 2.5), suggesting that the evolution SSPs involves some
minor structural changes.
Conserved cis-acting elements located in the gene promoter region regulate gene
expression pattern (Liu et al. 2019a). We conducted comparative analysis of promoter
sequences (i.e., 2000 bp upstream of the translation start codon) between various gene
pairs selected from two AMS-preferential ortholog groups. Three cis-acting elements
including the binding sites of transcription factors bHLH, GATA and MYB were found to
be conserved in the promoter regions of SSP genes upregulated by AMF (Fig. 2.6). It
has been reported that these transcription factors (bHLH, GATA and MYB) were
involved in response to abiotic stresses, cell wall modification, and pathogens,
respectively (Shikata et al. 2004; Lei et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2020).
Co-expression analysis
To uncover additional context for potential function and evolutionary divergence of
SSPs, the SSP co-expression networks were constructed by using woody model plant
Populus as an example because it currently has a large amount of public gene
expression datasets. To obtain the high confidential co-expression relationships, we
extracted the highly co-expressed genes (|PCC| ≥ 0.95) based on the Populus gene
atlas. Finally, from 1248 SSPs in Populus, 353 SSPs were highly co-expressed with
34,980 genes. Then, we focused on the subnetworks of SSPs in AMS-specific ortholog
groups (i.e., OG0000442, OG0009886, OG0010641) and AMS-preferential ortholog
groups (i.e., OG0000049, OG0000081, OG0000364). Three genes in AMS-preferential
ortholog groups OG0009886 and OG0010641 were co-expressed with 142 genes. Four
genes (Potri.008G061400, Potri.016G060900, Potri.018G130700 and
Potri.007G095400) in OG0000081 and OG0000364 were co-expressed with 99, 3, 2
and 1 genes, respectively (Fig. 2.7). The gene set co-expressed with
Potri.008G061400, which encodes a disease resistance-responsive/dirigent-like protein,
was overrepresented by genes involved in signalling, cell wall and stress (8, 5 and 4
genes), suggesting that Potri.008G061400 plays a role in diverse biological processes.
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Figure 2.5 Structure modelling of AMS-related small secreted proteins (SSPs) and
their closely related non-SSP sequences in the AMS-preferential ortholog groups.
Different colors indicate different proteins. Red arrows point out local variations found in
protein structures in the AMS-preferential ortholog groups OG0000049 (a), OG0000081
(b), and OG0000364 (c).
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Manes.01G071000
Manes.09G138500
Manes.01G071000
Manes.08G155300
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Traes_5DL_4622C3325
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b
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Figure 2.6 Promoter alignment between different gene pairs selected from AMSpreferential ortholog groups.
Conserved blocks were located in the promoter regions (i.e., 2000 bp upstream of the
translation start codon) of AMF-inducible small secreted protein (SSP) genes, in
comparison with closely related non-SSP genes, which are selected from AMSpreferential ortholog groups OG0000049 (a) and OG0000364 (b).
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Figure 2.7 Co-expression network of Populus trichocarpa small secreted proteins
(SSPs) in AMS-specific ortholog groups, AMS-preferential ortholog groups, and
ortholog groups containing differential expressed SSPs from at least three
species.
“SSP rank1” represents SSPs shared by the AMS-preferential ortholog groups and the
orthogroups containing differential expressed SSPs from at least three species in
response to AMF Rhizophagus irregularis. “SSP rank2” represents SSPs from the AMSspecific ortholog groups or the AMS-preferential ortholog groups or the ortholog groups
containing differential expressed SSPs from at least three species in response to AMF.
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Discussion
With increasing number of sequenced plant genomes and advancement in
bioinformatics, more and more SSPs have been identified in various plants. However,
there are several limitations in previous studies on SSP prediction. First, much attention
has been paid on predicting NSS-containing SSPs, overlooking SSPs associated with
unconventional secretion pathways. Second, most of previous efforts have relied upon
single computational methods for predicting protein secretion, resulting in biased results
because there is a big difference in the prediction result among different computational
tools for protein secretion prediction (Figs. S1a, S1b and S1c). To reduce the false
positive prediction of SSPs, we created a stringent workflow (Fig. 2.1) to predict SSPs,
based on the consensus prediction of at least two of the three popular methods for
predicting protein signal peptides or extra cellular localization.
Through comparative genomics analysis, we predicted AMS-related SSPs in AMSspecific ortholog groups (i.e., OG0000442, OG0009886, OG0010641) and AMSpreferential ortholog groups (i.e., OG0000049, OG0000081, OG0000364). The SSP
genes in ortholog group OG0000049 encode glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored
proteins (GPI-APs). GPI-APs are ubiquitous and abundant among eukaryotes
(Kinoshita and Fujita 2016). To date, more than 300 GPI-APs have been identified in A.
thaliana. These proteins are involved in signaling transduction during multiple biological
processes, such as cell wall composition, hormone signaling responses and pathogen
responses (Zhou 2019). In this study, we found that several SSP genes encoding
disease resistance-responsive proteins in ortholog group OG0000081 were upregulated
by AMF, suggesting that these SSPs could play roles in plant response to both
pathogens and beneficial microbes.
Poplar (Populus spp.) is an important woody crop for bioenergy, horticulture, and
ecosystems service (Dharmawardhana et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2009). Based on coexpression networks, we identified four P. trichocarpa genes (i.e., Potri.008G061400,
Potri.016G060900, Potri.018G130700 and Potri.007G095400) in two AMS-preferential
ortholog groups, which were co-expressed with other polar genes. For example,
Potri.008G061400 encoding a disease resistance-responsive/dirigent-like protein is coexpressed with 99 polar genes with diverse functions (Fig. 2.7). This result suggests
that SSPs can function in a complex network regulating multiple biological processes.
Convergent evolution plays an important role in plant-microbe interactions (Saijo et al.
2018; Carter et al. 2019; de Vries et al. 2020). Our phylogenomic analysis revealed that
AMS emerged in multiple plant lineages through convergent evolution (Fig. 2.1).
Through comparative genomics analysis, we found that some SSPs in the AMSpreferential ortholog groups showed convergent changes in gene expression in
response to AMF (Fig. 2.4). Also, we found convergent emergency of SSPs in both the
AMS-specific ortholog groups and the AMS-preferential ortholog groups (Fig. 2.3).
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These results suggest that the convergent emergency of SSPs may play an important
role in the convergent evolution of AMS.
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CONCLUSION
The collection of work presented here includes a comprehensive summary regarding
the current knowledge of plant SSPs and the attempt to explore the relation between
plant SSPs and AMS. These studies provide a good background for other scientists to
systematically understand plant SSPs and provide insight into evolutionary relationships
between SSPs and AMS. The computational pipeline developed in this research can be
applied for discovering SSPs in other plants species. The AMS-related SSP genes
predicted in this work could serve as high-value candidates for experimental
characterization to gain a deep understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying
the beneficial interactions between plants and AMF.
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APPENDIX
Table A1. A list of representative small secreted proteins that have been
experimentally confirmed in plants.
Plant species

Protein
name

Gene locus

Category

Gene
family
(Pfam ID)

Reference

Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Arabidopsis
thaliana
Medicago
truncatula
Oryza sativa

CEP1

AT1G47485

91

CLV3

AT2G27250

96

PF11250

(Ohyama et al.
2008b)
(Kondo et al. 2006)

EPLF9

AT4G12970

102

PF16851

(Hunt et al. (2010)

EPF1

AT2G20875

104

PF13912

(Hara et al. 2007)

GLV6

AT2G03830

123

LTP1

AT2G38540

118

PF00234

(Fernandez et al.
2015)
(Potocka et al. 2012)

PREPIP1

AT4G28460

72

(Hou et al. 2014)

PREPIP2

AT4G37290

84

(Hou et al. 2014)

PROPEP1

AT5G64900

92

PF00879

PROPEP2

AT5G64890

109

PF00879

PROPEP3

AT5G64905

96

PF00879

PSK1

AT1G13590

87

PF06404

(Nakaminami et al.
2018)
(Mosher et al. 2013)

RALF1

AT1G02900

120

PF05498

(Sharma et al. 2016)

RGF1

AT5G60810

116

IDA1

AT3G25655

86

NCR169

Medtr7g029760

61

PF07127

(Matsuzaki et al.
2010)
(Santiago et al.
2016)
(Horváth et al. 2015)

DEF7

LOC_Os02g41904.1

80

PF00304

Populus
trichocarpa
Solanum
lycopersicum
Zea mays

CLE20

Potri.014G156600

74

(Weerawanich et al.
2018)
(Zhu et al. 2020)

CAPE1

Solyc00g174340

159

PF00188

(Chen et al. 2014)

PROZIP1

AC210027.3_FG003

137

(Huffaker et al.
2006)
(Ross et al. 2014)

(Ziemann et al.
2018)
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Table A2. A list of representative computational resources and tools for
predicting plant SSPs.
Type
Database

Name
MtSSPdb

Database

PlantSecK
B

Database

OrysPSSP

Standalon
e
Package
Online
tool

DeepCPP

Online
tool

Secretome
P

Online
tool

OutCyte

Online
tool

ApoplastP

Online
tool

DeepLoc

Online
tool

LocTree3

Online
tool

BUSCA

Online
tool

PlantmSubP

Standalon
e package

MEMSATSVM

SignalP5.0

Description
SSPs in
Medicago
truncatula
All secreted
proteins in
multiple
species
SSPs in Oryza
sativa
Predicting
RNA coding
potential
Predicting
signal
peptides
Predicting
non-classical
protein
secretion
Predicting
unconventiona
l protein
secretion
Predicting
effectors and
plant proteins
in the apoplast
using machine
learning
Prediction of
subcellular
localization of
eukaryotic
proteins
Predicting
subcellular
localizations
Predicting
subcellular
localizations
Predicting
subcellular
localizations
Transmembra
ne helix
topology

Website
https://mtsspdb.noble.org

Reference
(Boschiero et
al. 2020)

http://proteomics.ysu.edu/secretomes/plan
t.php

(Lum et al.
2014)

http://www.genoportal.org/PSSP/index.do

(Pan et al.
2012)
(Zhang et al.
2020)

https://github.com/yuuuuzhang/DeepCPP

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/Secretome
P/

(Almagro
Armenteros
et al. 2019)
(Nielsen et al.
2019)

http://www.outcyte.com/

(Zhao et al.
2019)

http://apoplastp.csiro.au

(Sperschneid
er et al.
2018)

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/DeepLoc/

(Almagro
Armenteros
et al. 2017)

https://rostlab.org/services/loctree3/

(Goldberg et
al. 2014)

http://busca.biocomp.unibo.it

(Savojardo et
al. 2018)

http://bioinfo.usu.edu/Plant-mSubP/

(Sahu et al.
2020)

https://github.com/psipred/MemSatSVM

(Nugent and
Jones 2012)
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Table A2. continued
prediction;
identifying the
cytosolic and
extra-cellular
loops.
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